MICROFIBER MOPS & KITS

A. Boardwalk® Microfiber Looped-End Wet Mop Heads
Rely on split microfiber to bring ultimate cleaning power to your floors. Mop
heads provide powerful cleaning and conveniently work with traditional handles,
buckets and wringers. Lightweight microfiber mop heads are easy to use. Easy to
wring mop heads dry quickly for speedy re-use. Mop heads will not tangle, leave
strings or snag. Durable microfiber withstands hundreds of launderings without
losing effectiveness. Medium looped-end mop head. 12 per case.
No.
Color
Case
BWK MWTM-G NEW
Green
BWK MWTM-B NEW
Blue

A

B. Web Foot® Microfiber Tube Mop Head
Twice the cleaning power of cotton mops. Triple the durability and withstands
three times the number of launderings of standard blend mops. Tube design
reduces drag for increased productivity. Withstands over 200 launderings and is
bleach-safe. Green. Medium size. 6 mop heads per case.
No.
Headband
Case
RCP T812-06 GRE
1-in.
RCP T852-06 GRE
5-in.

C. Web Foot® Microfiber String Mop

B

Double the durability and withstands twice the number of launderings of
standard blend mops. Constructed with a blend of continuous filament microfiber
and antimicrobial yarn. Pre-laundered and pre-shrunk. Works with traditional
wet mop handles. Made from recycled content. Product and packaging contains
a minimum of 30% post-consumer material. Meets EPA CPG requirements.
Green. Medium size. 6 mop heads per case.
No.
Headband
Case
RCP A812-06 GRE ●
1-in.
RCP A852-06 GRE ●
5-in.

C

D. Boardwalk® Microfiber Cleaning Kit
Complete cleaning kit includes everything you need to start your microfiber
cleaning program. Split microfibers allow for more aggressive cleaning and
removal of microscopic debris than conventional cleaning methods. Convenient
telescopic handle extends from 35- to 60-in. and clips easily into the frame.
Colorflag coding for HACCP compliance. Cloths and pads withstand hundreds of
launderings, providing durability and strength. 18-in. mop head size. 35- to 60-in.
handle length. Includes 1 frame, 1 handle, 1 microfiber wet pad, 1 microfiber
dust mop and 4 microfiber cloths.
Each

E. Boardwalk Bucketless Microfiber Mop System
®

D

The powerful combination of our microfiber pads and the direct-dispensing
design of the bucketless mop system saves time, chemical and water use. Easyto-use system reduces labor costs. The direct application of uncontaminated
chemicals virtually eliminates cross-contamination and waste water. Microfiber
pad with high fabric-weight works to provide a thorough clean. 59-in. handle.
Includes one bucketless mopping system with 2 blue 5 x 18 microfiber pads.
BWK BWMS-16-MFM NEW

Each

F. Boardwalk Microfiber Charging Bucket

15-LG-AN

®

Streamline your microfiber system with this presoak microfiber charging bucket.
Holds up to 20 18-in. microfiber pads. It’s easy. Just stack pads in the bucket
face down, pour in solution, seal the lid and invert. Pads will absorb cleaning
solution in 15–30 minutes. Comes with color flags to be HACCP compliant. 6-gal.
capacity. Gray. 21w x 11d x 11 1⁄2 h.
BWK CBMF6GY NEW

F

Each
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